Triumph gt6 forum

But when the first prototypes started running, and Triumph engineers realised that the coupe
was somewhat slower than the roadster, they came up with the obvious solution of fitting the
straight-six engine as used in the and Vitesse. What Triumph ended up creating was an effective
rival to the recently-launched MGB GT - very smart indeed considering it was based on the
lower-market Spitfire. But it was an achingly stylish car, with the added appeal of an
E-type-style bonnet bulge, and it looked worth every penny. The GT6 soon earned a reputation
for being great in a straight line, but not so good in corners. Improved rear suspension makes
the Mk2 a much better car. They managed to turn a stylish car into a desirable one - not easy
when you consider it was based on an eight-year old car. That all-important bonnet bulge
remained, but the cleaner profile and more aggressive Kamm tail were really masterful styling
tweaks. There was no significant change to the 2. The rear axle was changed to the cheaper
Spitfire system for â€” a sure sign that the cost accountants were now running Triumph. Ask
Honest John Browse Answers. Recently Asked Questions What is the future of classic cars? I
have an old Lada Riva. It seems a pity to scrap it, but does it have any value? I'm considering a
Lancia Appia. Are parts available for these classics? How much is my classic MB worth?
Classic car auction house Coys goes into administration. Classic Car Finance How to finance a
classic car Cheap Classic Car Insurance Our guide to cheap classic car insurance Where can
you get quick classic car insurance quotes? Search the forum. Selling your classic car? It's
cramped inside, and make sure you take care in the wet. Triumph GT6. Triumph GT6 Mk3
project, drive or restore! Deposit taken Elsewhere on. Money Saving Offers, Deals and
Discounts. Hiring rather than buying? Our guide will save you money. Insurance tips and tricks
by make and model - could you save? Where can you get cheap classic car insurance? Why
Edd China was right to quit Wheeler Dealers. Video: Scrappage scheme classic car graveyard
uncovered. Future Classic: Range Rover L This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this
site, you are agreeing to our use of cookies. Learn More. One More Bonny Rebuild Just, sort of,
finished this off. Last year I was looking for something as a sort of project after I'd used it as a
runabout for the summer. So having a scout about I settled Hey all , I thought id just share some
pics of my Daytona that i used to own a few years back. Duramat Motorbike Floor Mat. Getting
my new Scrambler XE delivered tomorrow, so decided to treat it to a decent flooring in the
garage. I bought the Triumph pack and added a few more tiles to make it Bought brand new by
myself from PURE Triumph and has the correct running in service and 1st year service
completed and stamped at the Hey all. Hope your doing well and all keeping safe!. Thought I
would start a thread on here for my mods etc for my newly acquired street cup. Will be probably
be abit of Bonnie Scale Model. Thought I'd just share a picture of my latest ebay purchase of
this 1. The detailing is awesome Painting By Numbers This is a great way to help with lockdown,
and seems to be really popular,just email them one of your favourite photos and they will turn it
into a paint by numbers kit Robert Summerfield. A Big Thank You I just wanted to say a massive
thank you to the members of this forum. My first post Snow Pics Since most places in the UK
are covered in snow, lets see some pics! Poncy Pictures So, looking through the folders on the
computer I found a folder titled 'poncy pictures' - I seem to remember that there's a button on
the camera that allows some 'artistic' But since the game didn't start until pm Arizona time and
since the weather was glorious, T Triton For Sale I have for sale a Triton , it is a wideline
featherbed frame, with a 4 leading shoe GT front brake laced to flanged alloy rim flanged alloy
on the rear also and in I'm looking to get a used Street Triple, I have seen a couple, one if which
is a 12k miles. It looks clean and well She has always been involved with horses, the problem
with having a animal is you can never take a day Black Is Back Again! Speed Twin Custom Seat
Just arrived today! Have barely sat on it yet but had to take some pictures. Wanted a seat that
looked factory. Something similar to the Thruxton and with superior foam inside Your name or
email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes, my password
is: Forgot your password? The Triumph Forum. I am new to posting but a long time reader. I am
hoping to get in touch with people that have or want the same as me so I can increase my
knowledge of the car and possibly find a car. I still haven't found what I think is a good forum
for the GT6, so if anyone knows one let me know. At this point in time I am open to all
information about them, the good and bad of the different Mrks, where I should be looking for
one, anything. They should be able to help you along, and give you good advice. Quick draw
Baxter wins again! No, says the man with TWO Loti. GT6's are a lot of fun. A bit nose heavy and
they have interesting handling characteristics but are still a hoot. Try to get an early Mk III ,
that's the one with the 'flat' tail. The Rotoflex is not a perfect setup but is much less prone to
'jacking' than the swing axle cars. If you are willing to pretty severely limit the down travel of the
rear suspension, the swing axle cars can corner well too. I will probably stray from what most
GT6 owner will do. I love a turbo charged motor. I will most like build a second motor and turbo
it. Now, I have done no research on this yet but I would love to use the inline 6, I just don't know

if it is possible. Sure, anything is possible. I suggest you invest heavily in a transmisson repair
facility, as you are going to be needing one on a daily basis. I would not turbo one.. That would
be pretty crazy setup. Thats seem like it would be to large of a motor to fix into that tiny of a car.
But I guess it does have huge engine bay. BMW engines are canted over on their side, so they
are not as big as it seems. Might also want to look at the 3. It's actually the canting that would
concern me most when trying to fit one in a GT6. Compared to a TR, the GT hoodline is very
low, and that hood bulge is the only reason the 6 fits at all. Since the canted BMW 6 wouldn't fall
at the hood bulge, I'm not sure it could be shoe-horned in. No, they really don't. I was there. Re
turbo charging the inline 6, you may want to try and get in touch with 'Bravenrace', who's
turbo-ing the 2. I do not know.. I am always leary of turboing a car that was not supposed to be
turboed. Maybe I have seen too many hondas blown up or seen too many mitsus that looked
like they were ready to blow at any time. Would a supercharger be more in keeping with the lazy
nature of most english long stroke engines? You'll need to log in to post. Log in. Login Digital
Edition Buy a Subscription. Thanks and hope to here from everyone soon. Run away. Don't look
back. Don't think about it. Just run. Says the man with a Lotus? GT6s are funny little beasts and
definitely have their quirks, but there's a good car in there. What are good HP numbers for a
track GT6? But it sure would be interesting to try. Rotaries fit REAL good. Sign up. Jump To
Lots of Fabrication Talk. Try Our Other Magazine. Get our newsletter Sign up. Follow us on. All
rights reserved. Site by Rise. You can bid on the at Scottsdale later this month! Very nice Harv.
This is another series we both collect. I have the two Jaguars but not the GT6. I have a TR4A in
one of my storage bins. I got to see this on full sized at Sebring. With the reverse 44! He blamed
his wife for cutting out the stencil wrong! Detail Cars and Spark also made it. Provence Moulage
kit has the red stripe decal in green. I have not seen any images of the full sized car with a red
stripe. Wonderful Harv. This is a great little collection to have. It will fit nicely in a compact
display. Also, I have several XJR-5s with the 40 number used for the second car. Below is the
Bizarre issue. Click on my picture above to view. I stand corrected. Picss that I've seen of the
Matrix look like black wheels. Also a correction for myself. Forum Icons: Forum contains no
unread posts Forum contains unread posts. Forums Members Recent Posts. Forum Clear all.
Last Post. Harv Goranson. Estimable Member. David Green. Prominent Member. Tony Perrone
and John Kuvakas liked. Reply Quote. Karl Schnelle. A few Group 44 automobiles still need to
be modelled. Steve Erlichman. New Member. It is a nice comprehensive list. Harv, I stand
corrected. All forum topics. Previous Topic. Next Topic. Forum Statistics. I have a 77 MGB but
nothing compares to the 6 I wish in my next life I can get it back and have the where with all to
do so. And little British cars are like potato chips - you can't have just one. We have three I had
one many years ago that I loved even though it was an evil handling beast at the limit, a buddy
begged pleaded and cried until I finally sold it to him. I have no idea where it went from there.
Much of the article was ".. I said something like, ".. Photo is from '82 or so. Had the car until '95,
was working on a rolling restoration. Friend gave me storage when I got divorced, but I didn't
have the dough or the space to tow it back when he lost the land it was stored on. I have my
dad's '69 GT6 in my garage right now undergoing a restoration. Andre, really only MK I's left?
I've noticed Spitfires finally starting to creep up in price. Maybe the GT6 will start appreciating a
bit as well. I don't see why not, they're great cars. The later ones were much better cars. The
early and later swing axle cars do handle better than the Rotoflex versions. The RF cars have
such a weird rear camber curve Notice that Andre's car has negative camber in the rear at rest,
Rf cars don't do that leading to all sorts of weirdness. The GT6 diff wound up in the Spitfires,
meaning it's an easy swap to put a late diff in an early car. I used to run a camber compensator
as on Andre's car on my Mk. You'd run it with a de-arched rear spring which gave significant
negative camber. We'd then put shorter front springs to lower the front with a fatter anti-roll bar.
Not that I really care about tryingto make my GT6 handle, but how would you "fix" the camber
curve? I've never heard of a 3. Did you mean the 3. Those I've seen, but they were Euro-only and
tend to be pricey in the US. Vicky Brit and Quantum Mechanics offer them. I'd love a 5 spd and a
3. The camber curve fix would involve going to coilover shocks and replacing the transverse
spring with a pair of control arms. PRI Race has a setup but dayumn it's expensive. It works
with the swing axle setup, meaning it's a lot like a Jag where the driveshaft was also one of the
control arms. I recall there being a axle ratio, but I've been wrong before and will be again.
Easier to just replace the frame mounting brackets for the wishbones. Over on Jeff's Triumph
forum there was a nicely documented study on the effects on the camber curve of raising and
lowering the wishbone mounting brackets. Easily done. I put the swing spring on my Mk I
spitfire and have been happy with it. But I ahve not autocrossed with it. If I had known about
Joe's camber compensator, I would have gone that route instead. I also went with a 3. I also
have a 3. A GT-6 would do just fine with it. GT6s are still out there. I bought a second one, 73
MK3, for my wife last month. A guy in our car club was contacted by a garage, 15 miles from

home, that had the car and the owner wanted to sell it. Garage is getting a little full, but it's not
like these cars are the size of a 55 Buick, you can always find the room for another one. BTW, I
have the 3. The car handles well on the street but I've never had it on the track. I'm familiar with
the PRI setup and I can see how it would work on a std Spit, but I can't see how that would
improve a rotoflex car at all. When I visualize the camber curve, it looks to go horrifically
positive as the suspension compresses. It's like they couldn't have chosen worse pivot points if
they tried. IMHO, the in line 6 produces the second best exhaust note there is after the V A GT6
with a Stebro or other low restriction exhaust, winding it up on a cool early morning jaunt is a
sound to be relished! I would love to see a comparison test between the MGB GT and the GT6,
plus maybe a and a coupe thrown in, but mostly interested in the two brits being compared, but
in the modern sense; , would need a lot of room , lateral G's, slalom, braking, mpg's, small road
course, cost, options ha! I've been reading classic car oriented magazines with lots of
comparison type testing, but have never seen this one for some reason, and have never seen
one distributed from the time they were manufactured. Does anyone know of one? You'll need
to log in to post. Log in. Login Digital Edition Buy a Subscription. Never to late to find one :
Andre. One is a '72 GT6. They are getting hard to find. But that is not stopping me from driving
mine,. Will be a great stablemate for my TR8. You can do the swing spring conversion or get a
camber compensator. I'm not sure, but I think the early Gt-6s had a different cylinder head or
something. Don't convert the rear. I've had a few friends try and come back to the original setup.
Just make some minor adjustments and you'll be fine. Tires make a huge difference to the car
to. A camber bar will help. Always liked the shape but never owned one. I think of them as a
Honda S remember them? Curmudgeon wrote: The early and later swing axle cars do handle
better than the Rotoflex versions. I run a diff and get the car sideways on launch. Curmudgeon
wrote: The camber curve fix would involve going to coilover shocks and replacing the
transverse spring with a pair of control arms. There is one other thing in favour of the GT6.
Jump To Micro Cars for the Masses. Peter Brock on the Birth of the Spoiler. Try Our Other
Magazine. Get our newsletter Sign up. Follow us on. All rights reserved. Site by Rise. Having
trouble posting or changing forum settings? The Triumph Experience Sponsored Links. Your
Email Address:. Join The Club. More to Explore. Morris Minor Forum. Vintage Race Forum.
Website problem? Autoshrine v6. What did you do to your Spitfire or GT6 today? Pages: Latest
post by mtnwings 2 hours ago. Latest post by 69Mk3Spit 2 days ago. Latest post by supertech
PM. Latest post by eyespitfire 10 minutes ago. Tools by cowskey yesterday, PM. Latest post by
spitfire50 2 hours ago. Flux core welders for spitfire bodywork? Is this the right seat for my '72
GT6 Mk3? Stromberg manual choke by RogerE 6 hours ago. Latest post by zinteck 2 hours ago.
Latest post by Yellowhawk Valley 2 hours ago. Engine parts supplier? Latest post by spitfire50
3 hours ago. Latest post by tlecain 3 hours ago. Latest post by RogerE 6 hours ago. Exhaust
header by cowskey yesterday, PM. GT6 Rad Fan question by ed. Latest post by
twomanytriumphs 10 hours ago. Accessing the clutch slave cylinder and overdrive solenoid by
sagreenwoo yesterday, PM. Latest post by RogerE 11 hours ago. Latest post by Yellowhawk
Valley 11 hours ago. Latest post by spitlist 12 hours ago. Latest post by spitfire50 16 hours ago.
Latest post by Andy-Sherry 23 hours ago. The body shop is actually back to working on the
GT6! Latest post by JohnW63 yesterday, PM. Latest post by twomanytriumphs yesterday, PM.
Random steering column wiring by Isdetailing 4 days ago. Latest post by Yellowhawk Valley
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